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Four enforcement regimes

• Public enforcement regime

• Bilateral (public/social) enforcement regime

• Private enforcement regime

• An alternative public enforcement regime?



Public enforcement regime

• Focus is the employment relationship, so rights and 
obligations between employers and employees

• Two branches: first, wages and conditions of work, 
primarily performed by DoL inspectorate; second, 
dispute resolution branch based on conciliation and 
arbitration (CCMA)

• National minimum wage to be introduced: added 
pressure on inspectorate and will see the two branches 
merging (to enforce NMW compliance)

• Limitations: national only and employment relationship 
only (i.e. supply chain not considered) 



Public enforcement cont.

• DoL inspectorate comprises 1 312 inspectors 
(2017) – double number since 2000 – but budget 
to employ 124 more was rejected

• In 2017 carried out 144 061 inspections, of which 
20 546 (14%) were non-compliant and “dealt 
with” – half number of non-compliant in 2012/13

• CCMA dealt with 188 449 matters in 2016/17 
financial year (continual upward trend from 118 
126 in 2002/3) – note anticipated additional 
workload after NMW implemented



Bilateral (public/social) enforcement regime

• Long-established sectoral bargaining institutions in SA set up 
within legislative framework (LRA): bargaining councils. 

• Made up of Emp. Orgs and Tus and regulation is through 
collective agreements: wages, working conditions, social 
benefits

• Agents (inspectors) enforce agreements in terms of powers in 
LRA – number of agents will vary between councils

• Bargaining councils can also be accredited to perform dispute 
resolution conciliations and arbitrations (i.e. relieves burden 
on CCMA)

• Same limitations as public enforcement regime but attempts 
to extend compliance obligation



Bilateral (public/social) enforcement regime 
cont.

• NBCCI, a national council, faces huge compliance 
challenge:

• In 2009 there were 1 267 known employers,   

but only 1 000 were registered with council,   

and 671 employers (53%) were non-compliant (18 248   

employees) 

• Compliance campaign led to stand-off in Newcastle: 
choice posed sharply = bad jobs or no jobs

• Long process in Newcastle has led to overlap between 
public/social and private enforcement regimes



Private enforcement regime: clothing sector

• Outside of Western Cape fruit and wine sectors (both 
export oriented) very little evidence of private enforcement 
regime in SA

• Historical focus on domestic clothing market so no 
‘external’ pressure for compliance

• But SA retailers going regional (opening stores in sub-
Saharan Africa) but probably more important they are 
moving into the global North (buying up retailers in 
Australia and UK) – this is putting pressure on them for 
private governance 

• So beginnings of private enforcement emerging in clothing: 
mainly Mr Price and Woolworths  

• Strengths – can cross borders; and hold powerful firms 
accountable. But limitation is that strong firms tend to 
transfer risk to suppliers



Private enforcement regime cont.

• About 4 years ago Mr Price joined Ethical Trading 
Initiative, was using Asia Inspection to conduct audits, 
and is member of SEDEX (a platform for sharing audit 
reports)

• All 1st tier supplies must be members of SEDEX

• Woolworths has Code of Business Principle – all 1st tier 
suppliers must comply and audited by 3rd party

• Specific brands (e.g. Country Road) must comply with 
ETI Base Code; and David Jones requires membership 
of SEDEX

• WRAP has tiny footprint in SA



An alternative public enforcement regime

• Focus is on holding ‘lead’ firms accountable for 
compliance at suppliers

• Examined new Companies Act, King 4, the BBBEE Act 
and codes, the Competition Act, and Consumer 
Protection Act.

• Did not find much assistance in the new Companies Act 
or King 4. Similarly the Competition Act and Consumer 
Protection Act were not that useful.

• The BBBEE Act, however, did offer scope – in particular 
the number of points awarded to ‘supplier 
development’.  



Conclusion

• This overview is just a preliminary foundation. 
Our intention is to provide much more detail 
to this through the empirical research that will 
start shortly.  


